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HOME | www.idahowomenlawyers.com

Home
Content Areas
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CONTENT AREAS | Primary content regions of the site

CONTENT AREAS | Continued

Upper Page

Lower Page

Page Content Area

News Feed Widget

Edit this content by selecting the page from
the Wordpress Dashboard menu

Updates automatically when
new blog posts are added.

Box Feature

Box Feature

Edit this content from the
“Boxes” drop-down menu in
the Wordpress dashboard

Edit this content from the
“Boxes” drop-down menu in
the Wordpress dashboard

Box Feature

Box Feature

Edit this content from the
“Boxes” drop-down menu in
the Wordpress dashboard

Edit this content from the
“Boxes” drop-down menu in
the Wordpress dashboard

Twitter Feed Widget
Updates automatically

Subscribe Widget

Blog Category Widget
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Blog Archives Widget

LOGIN | GO TO: www.idahowomenlawyers.com/wp-admin
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DASHBOARD | This is your primary control panel for editing the site.
Most daily tasks can be completed by clicking one
of these menu items (denoted by an orage arrow)
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NEWS FEED | Add news feed items by adding a new “Post”

NEWS FEED | Six easy steps to add a new post to your news feed.
Step 2
Enter Title
Headline
Step 1
“Add New”

Step 5
Select Notify
Subscribers
(optional)

You can edit previous
posts by clicking on the
title of the post in this list.
Step 3
Enter Post
Content
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Step 4
Select Post
Category
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Step 6
Publish

CALENDAR EVENTS | Add an event by clicking “Add New” under “Events”

Step 1
“Add New”

CALENDAR EVENTS | Scroll down to add more details before publishing

Step 2
Enter Event
Title

Step 5
Select Notify
Subscribers
(optional)

Step 6
Publish

Step 4
Add as much or
as little event
detail as you
want

Step 3
Enter Event
Content

You can edit all calendar
events in the “All Events”
section.
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BOXES | A great way to display special nuggets of information.

BOXES | Five easy steps, and you’re done!
Step 2
Enter Title
Headline

Create a new box, or rename
and edit out-of-date boxes to
include new content.

Step 1
“Add New”
Step 5
Publish
Step 3
Enter Box
Content

Re-Order your boxes in
order of importance, or
in the order you would
like them displayed.

Step 4
Select Box Set

Boxes are assigned to a
set, depending on where
you want the box to abe
displayed (i.e. the “Home”

Upper boxes will be displayed
before or in front of lower
boxes.

set is displayed on the home
page.)
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MEDIA | Upload and store photos, documents and videos on the website.

MEDIA | Store, copy and paste, or link-to anything in the Media Library.
Share a link, or embed this
link in a page of your website.
This is the permanent URL for
this particular image.

Click “Add New” and
follow prompts to add
new images, documents
or video to you Media
Library.

This is a list of every image or
file that is used or stored in
your website’s Media Library.
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USERS | Control your website’s administrators, authors and contributors.

USERS | Add as many contributors as you want and need.

Customize the information for
each user, and don’t forget to
assign them with the proper
“Role” before finalizing.

This is a list of your site’s
registered contributors.

Click on contributor’s
username to edit.
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Click “Add New” to add
a new contributor.
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QUESTIONS?
Feel free to call or email Randy Thaemert Design
208 870 7772 | design@randythaemert.com

